Tips For Creating A Successful Business...
Did you know that you can speak things into
existence in your life? Did you know that
whatever is against you can be removed with
your very tongue. It's TRUE! All you have to
have is faith in yourself! There are NO
LIMITS in life... except the limits you put
on YOURSELF!! Something to think about
huh?
Starting a business is something VERY
exciting... (and scary too)! A business
definitely becomes a part of you... a part of
who you are inside. It sure has for me!!! When
you start a business... you start realizing your
dreams... and then you begin to really
appreciate your business and you become
anxious for others appreciate it too.
I find that alot of people get discouraged and
just give up without truly reaching for the
stars...(or bubbles in the picture). Everyone
has dreams... and the best present you can
give yourself.... is to take time to discover
your talents and follow your dreams!
I have been established in business for SEVERAL years now! I went from just a few hits a
month to thousands of hits a month, so if I can do it... so can you! A lot of people who open
a business expect it to take off immediately... but it doesn't work like that. It just doesn't! It
takes time, work, money, nurturing, and A LOT of patience! Websites don't usually take off
for at least 2 years after it's started. There is no get rich quick scheme when it comes to
business! If you are starting a business out of desperation needing money you are starting it
for the wrong reason. A business is like a child... it needs attention, nurturing, and you must
be able to re-invest back into your business for it to succeed. As a successful business
owner... I have seen several WAHM businesses close their doors because of impatience,
frustration, the economy, and feelings of defeat. Please don't allow these feelings to defeat
your dream! Patience is the most important thing to remember.
Promoting your website is a lot of work but it is CRUCIAL to the success of your
business! You can have the most beautiful design and most amazing products; however, if
you don’t promote your website... your business will go NOWHERE fast! Networking is a
VERY important part of owning a business! You need to spend time promoting your website
by networking (participating in banner/link exchanges, joining networking groups, getting
a newsletter going for your business, promoting your website on the social media outlets...
like facebook, twitter, blogging)!
You will also need to make sure your SEO keywords are right on your website pages, you’ll
need to see your business as a baby that needs nurturing... (after all.... you wouldn’t expect
your newborn to run would you?), re-invest your money back into your business, ALWAYS
carry business cards with you so that if you talk about your business you can pass them
out, and be patient!
People also want to buy from professional looking websites with clear pictures, people they

know they can count on, people they know stand behind their products. Quality products
and affordable prices are also VERY important.
Getting a business off the ground is A LOT OF WORK... but it is able to be accomplished
and success can happen to anyone!! If you do all of these things... you can accomplish
what I have done too!! It’s all worth the time spent networking because it DOES work! I
know..... because I am proof of the success you can reach through promotion of my
website!
Thanks so much for viewing this post... I wish you all great success!

